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Commerce Equities in CFIUS
• DOC focuses on national security concerns:
o Identify possible security risks associated with a transaction
o Determine whether the risk is a national security risk that arises from the
transaction under review
• All Commerce bureaus may participate:
o CFIUS/I&A/ITA is the CFIUS coordinator for all CFIUS reviews
o ITA provides analysis of vulnerabilities, market trends, and business
rationale for transactions
o BIS conducts export control reviews of all CFIUS cases
o Other bureaus participate as needed: ITA coordinates Commerce input across all
of these bureaus and offices such as the following:
•
•

National Institute of Standards and
Technology
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration

•

National Technical Information Service

•

National Telecommunications and
Information Administration

•

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

• DOC also focuses on cases where the U.S. business being acquired has a business
relationship (i.e. contract) with the Department or one of its units
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Updates to ITA’s CFIUS Mission
• ITA formed the Office of Investment
Security in 2019 to address the
expanded CFIUS mission.
• All Commerce bureaus may
participate:
o Other bureaus participate as
needed: ITA coordinates
Commerce input across all
bureaus and offices.
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CFIUS: DOC Interagency Role
•

Reviews all filed transactions to bring the full breadth of Commerce’s expertise to
bear on CFIUS national security reviews

•

Provides information related to commercial factors

•

Leads reviews on cases involving our expertise

•

Reviews transactions for export control issues

•

Plays a key role in ensuring that CFIUS process remains focused on national
security and does not unnecessarily discourage foreign investment in the United
States

•

Seeks to ensure that mitigation is limited to only those measures needed to address
the risk to national security arising from the transaction
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ITA Support for Commerce CFIUS Role
ITA helps the Committee consider how factors might create a national security
risk for the United States.
•

Critical factors can include the following:
Concentrated
Investment from a
Single Country

Emerging
Technologies

“Critical technology”

Supply chain risks

Cyber security

• CFIUS requires creative thinking exercises – foresee what factors could pose
national security concerns and address them in advance.
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Issues Under Consideration
Key ITA Inputs
Commercial
Realities

Policy
Context

Technical
Insights

Supply Chain
Risks

•

ITA’s Industry & Analysis unit brings experts in each sector of the economy

•

ITA commercial service officers based in every state and around the world provide
valuable insights

•

Additional focus on understanding commercial realities underlying the transaction
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Supply Chain Analysis for CFIUS
•

Enhanced analysis of critical supply chain issues relevant for CFIUS
transaction reviews available to all Committee members.

•

Assist Committee members to creative thinking exercises – foresee what
supply chain factors could pose national security concerns and address
them in advance.

•

Analysis looks at company-level supply chain exposures, both on the
supplier and customer end.

•

ITA seeks to gain an understanding on scale and types of relationships
for a given company. If a company was not available in the tool, one could
research a comparable company with reported supply chain exposures.
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